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Vaccine immunity is safer than natural
immunity that results from exposure to
COVID-19.
Fully vaccinated individuals can safely
do more out in the public.  
Vaccination keeps children safe from 

You can protect those around you, such
as immunocompromised parents,
neighbors, and grandparents.

Experts, including those at Johns Hopkins,
state there are many benefits to vaccinating
children for COVID-19. These benefits
include:

      Long COVID effects that can last a                
XXxlifetime.

Children will look to
their parents when

deciding how to feel
about COVID-19. 
Be the hero they

need!

vaccinatedvaccinated
superheroessuperheroes

WE CAN ALL BE ONE!WE CAN ALL BE ONE!  

We are the Northwestern Wisconsin
Vaccination Outreach Program and our main
goal is to provide you with trusted resources
from non-biased sources so you can make the
best decision possible about your health. 

NWVOP is a part of Indianhead Community
Action Agency, Inc., a nonprofit organization. 

Indianhead Community Action Agency, Inc. is an equal opportunity employer and
 provider operating under an approved affirmative action plan.

Who we areWho we are

Contact us!Contact us!

The best way to keep yourThe best way to keep your
children safe from covid-19children safe from covid-19

is to get them vaccinatedis to get them vaccinated
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"I know I can get sicker if I didn't
get my COVID shot."
-Mina 6th Grade

knowledge is power!knowledge is power!
check out our sourcescheck out our sources

Kids & families canKids & families can

reduce the risk ofreduce the risk of

covid-19 togethercovid-19 together

The children's vaccine
is 90.7% effective in
preventing COVID-19
in children ages 5 - 11.

www.cdc.gov
www.fda.gov
www.pfizer.com
www.coronavirus.jhu.edu

Immune responses of
children 5 - 11 years of
age were comparable
to those of individuals
16 - 25 years of age.

The fda granted anThe fda granted an
emergency approval ofemergency approval of
the pfizer vaccine forthe pfizer vaccine for
children between thechildren between the

ages of 5-11.ages of 5-11.


